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These rule extensions for the ninja are based on the book, NINJA:
The Invisible Assassins, by Andrew Adams, published in 1970 by
O’Hara Publications, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. The rule extensions in-
volve four areas in the ninja skills: weaponry, tools, equipment, and
poisons.

Weaponry: The ninja’s bow is called the hankyu. The bow is very light
with a rapid rate of fire. The encumbrance weight of the hankyu,
including up to 40 arrows, should be taken as 20. In the hands of a ninja
skilled in its use (a ninja who has chosen this weapon), it fires at twice the
rate of a short bow.

The ninja use calthrops which are called tetsu-bishi. The tetsu-bishi
came in several types: all formed metal, bent nails, plants, and a mix of
other forms. Long nails may be inserted into plant matter to form what
looks like a potato with nails in it. About a dozen nails are used in each
one. This form takes nil time to make and costs about a silver piece for
the nails to use in one. Plants can be found that look like natural
calthrops. These have nil cost. There is a 5% chance for each day spent
searching that 1-6 of these may be found. The probability is not cumula-
tive. These cause damage the same as regular formed all-metal tetsu-
bishi.

Metal claws may be attached to fingers and toes. These sharp claws
may cause serious injury on penetrating the skin. They may be poi-
soned. They cost 2 silver pieces and it takes one week to make a
complete set for hands and toes.

Female ninja, called kunoichi, often use a long metal hairpin which
they conceal in their elaborate hairdos. These pins are usually used by
stealth when the kunoichi is very close to her target. They are often used
while the kunoichi is in bed next to her target while her target sleeps.
They have a nil cost.

A special type of spear called the bisento is often used. The bisento is
not a pure ninja invention; other warriors do use it. It is most like a spear
with a scimitar attached to the tip. Unlike a normal spear, it may both
thrust and cut. The cost of the bisento is 12 gold pieces.

The ninja also used variations of staff weapons.
The shikomi-zue is basically a sword staff. It is a staff with a con-

cealed sword blade that may be quickly extended. The cost of the
shikomi-zue is 5 pieces of silver plus 1 week to assemble it after the staff
and a short sword are acquired.

Staves also had small missiles attached to one end. These missiles
may be pellets or darts. They could be sent at an enemy by flicking the
staff.

Ninja also use a device called a poison water gun. The main use of
this weapon is to blind enemies. It consists of a hollow wooden bamboo
tube about 1½ feet long. The tube is open at one end and has a tiny hole
at the other end. A small piece of cloth may be used to close it. A
wooden plunger small enough to fit into the open end is used. A cloth is
wrapped around it to make a tight fit. When the weapon is used the
plunger is forced into the tube, causing a spray of water to shoot out of
the hole. The weapon has a maximum effective range of 60 feet. The
spray is in the shape of a triangle 60 feet high and 10 feet across at the
base. The ammunition used is powdered iron and dye suspended in
water. A skin-contact poison may be used, but then the weapon user is
in extreme danger. The main effect is to blind eyes. Allow a saving throw
versus poison to see if this happens. It takes 1-12 melee rounds to clear
the eyes. The cost of this weapon is 5 silver pieces and 4 days.

A cannon may also be used. The cannon is a hollow wooden tube of
about 8 inches outside diameter and 6 inches inside diameter. The tube
is about 30 inches long. It fires a spherical metal projectile about 60 feet
in a low, flat trajectory. It may hit more than one target when fired. The
ninja could fire it while holding it in his hands standing up. The tube may
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be used no more than three times. It takes 2 gold pieces and one week to
make the tube. It takes 10 gold pieces and one week to make each
projectile. It takes 20 gold pieces and one week to make the explosive to
fire the cannon once.

The art of kuji-kiri is a strange skill. It consists of making strange,
almost magical, passes and signs with the fingers. These signs are not
magical. They act to restore the ninja’s morale and self-confidence,
make better decisions, and to entrance one’s enemies. The entrancing
affects non-ninja only. A non-ninja who looks at these signs being made
becomes semi-entranced for a short period of time with no lingering
memory of having been semi-entranced. In simple terms, the non-ninja
becomes insensitive to the ninja’s presence. A saving throw versus the
sign is allowed to a non-ninja. If the save is made, there is no effect. A
ninja must concentrate while making the sign.

To be allowed a save, the victim must be aware that a sign is being
made and he must attempt to look away. No save is allowed on the first
exposure to these signs.

When an attempt to break the gaze is made, a number from 3-18 is
generated (3d6). As a high ego or strength of mind is needed to look
away, the save is made if less than either the intelligence or wisdom is
generated. Each time the character has been exposed to these signs in
the past subtract 2 from the number generated. Note that the ninja is not
gazing at his victim.

Ninja Weapons

Weapon 2 3 4 5 6

Metal Claws – 6  – 4 –5 –3 –2

Hairpins 7 6

Bisento -1 0

Shikomi-zue

stave

sword

Stave dart

(1.5)

Cannon (6)

Poison water

gun (6)

– 3  – 3 –1 0 0 2 1 1 1-6 1-8 1-6 1-8

–1 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 1–8 1–10 1–12 2–14

–3,  –2 0 0 1 2 1 3

– 5  – 3 –1 –1 0 1 1 2 1–4 2–5 0–2 1–4

– 7  – 5 –4 –3 0 0 0 0

1 1 0 0 –1 –1 –2 –2

0 0 –1 –1 –2 –2 –3 –3 1–10 1–12 1–10 1–12

– 1  – 1 –2 –2 –3 –3 –4 4

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 special

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 8

0 –2

5 4 3 2 1

0 0 1 1 1

throw, thrust

thrust versus charge

set versus charge

9D E LD LDE

0 1-4 1-4 1-4 1-4

+l +l +l +l

0 1-6 1-8 1-6 1-8

2

1–8 2–12 1–10 2–16

1–10 2–16 1–12 2–16

1–12 2–12 2–16 2–20

Tools: There is an improved version of the nekade, often called
cat’s claws. This version is made of metal. It causes +1 on damage in a
fight. It also requires +1 on being hit if a shield is not being used. This is
because this metal version, the tekagi, can stop a sword blow without
taking injury. The tekagi costs triple the cost of the nekade. It may not be
drawn until after the nekade is drawn. It has the same benefit in climbing
as the nekade.

The sandals of the ninja were very special. The sole of the sandal
could be removed and changed. There were two types of soles used.
One gave good traction, and the other allowed a more silent step. Each
type of sole costs one piece of gold and one week to make a pair. The
sandal basis has the same cost. Both types of sandal soles come under
the same draw.

The ninja wear armor at times. They know how to pad chainmail so
that the mail is silent without adding extra encumbrance problems. The
mail was normally worn under outer robes. This tool draw gives know-
ledge on how to pad mail to be silent without adding extra encumbrance.

The ninja also studies the triparte art of sacchi-jitsu. Each part of this
art constitutes one draw. The mastery of all three parts enables the ninja
to sense who or what will be the victor in any contest.

Satten-jitsu is the art of being “air aware.” It gives the ability to sense
what the weather forecast will be in the short term, not more than a few
days. It also gives a feeling of what weather is suitable for different
activities.
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Sacchi-jitsu is also used to refer to the art of being “earth aware.”
This skill gives the ninja sensitivity to the terrain he is in. He is aware of
which places are good for ambushes. He is aware of how to use the
terrain to good advantage.

Santsun-jitsu is the art of being “man aware.” This skill gives aware-
ness of human weak points. It tells how to judge character and inten-
tions. It will work on any creature with a humanoid upper body. It tells
how to best manipulate and appeal to people.

Equipment: The ninja has a wide variety of illumination equip-
ment that he may make.

The mizu-taimatsu is a torch that will burn in the rain.
The tanagokoro is a small torch that can be held in the palm. It is so

small that the flame/light may be concealed by one hand. It is used for
unobtrusive, short-range work.

The ninsokudai is an “L”-shaped candle which may be hooked to
walls and trees.

The costs of these items are the same as for ordinary torches and
candles.

The ukidaru is a device used to walk across water. It consists of two
large pots which are placed over the feet as small boats. It costs 1 gold
piece and three days to make one.

As the kama ikada may be bulky to use, the kyobako-fune is often
used. It resembles a fur-covered wooden chest which is light and easy to
transport. It costs the same as an ordinary chest The fur acts as water-
proofing.

The mizukaki are flippers worn while swimming. It costs 2 days and
one gold piece to make a pair.

The ninja could also modify his sandals so that he could walk on ice.
The change consists of putting blades under the sandals. It costs one
piece of gold and one week to make a pair.

The ninja are expert high jumpers. They are often able to jump at
least their body height. This is in addition to the ninja basic kit.

The ninja are expert in forging all kinds of documents.
The doka is a small heating device which ninja use. It is a metal shell

containing burning coals. It can be used to set off explosives. It costs 1
gold piece and 2 weeks to make one.

Smoke bombs are often used. They are not weapons. The bomb
gives off smoke for 1-6 turns. The smoke tends to form a sphere with a
radius expanding by 5 feet every turn. It will then dissipate normally
when the bomb bums out. Each bomb requires 4 days and 5 gold
pieces to make.

Rocket arrows are sometimes used. They are very inaccurate. They
are minus 6 to hit with respect to the short bow. If the arrow misses, it will
land 4-48 feet away from where it was aimed. The arrow may be
explosive. It is usually a signaling device. It is a rocket-powered arrow.
Fired from a bow, it has a range of 150 feet. It costs 2 weeks and 10 gold
pieces to make one.

Poisons: There are six more types of poisons that may be made.
Each draw of one of these counts as a regular poison draw.

1) May be chosen at any level:
a) Gyokuro
This is a poison that causes slow death. It is administered in a
liquid form. If the victim is ill, it causes death in a few days. If the
victim is healthy, it causes a slow wasting resulting in death after
not more than 70 days. This poison is handled as an ordinary
ninja poison. It accumulates levels but does not cause physical
injuries.

b) Ninja also used dung and blood as a poison.
This mix causes almost instant infection, leading to lockjaw and
death.

c) Ninja also used itching powder.

d) Poisons b and c do not have levels.

2) May be chosen at level 4:

The ninja also make a laugh-inducing poison. The poison has almost
instant effect, is administered in food and does not have levels to
accumulate.
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3) May be chosen at level 6:

The ninja could also make a sleep-inducing poison. These poisons
have levels and accumulate as a paralyze poison at half strength. The
poison causes sleep for 1-12 turns. This poison comes in two forms
each of which is a separate draw:

(a.) Same physical form as standard ninja poison;
(b.) A form which takes effect when burned.

4) May be chosen at level 8:

The ninja could make a delayed poison that could cause temporary
insanity. The poison is administered in food. The poison takes effect
a few hours after being administered. It does not have levels and
does not accumulate in the victim.

5) All of the above poisons have no effect if the save is made.

6) Healing skills:

The ninja must be able to treat and heal himself because he is not
always able to risk seeing a doctor. Normal sprains and bruises can
always be treated by a ninja. The ninja is able, as his cure-poison
draw at any level, to draw a healing skill. There are two types of
healing skills:

(a.) He is able to learn how to treat any one disease for the draw.
The treatment will cost 10 pieces in gold for each disease healed.
This may be done once a day for each time the disease is selected.
Any disease may be selected.

(b.) He gains the ability to heal 2 points of injury a day. This
does not include injury caused by poisons. This ability is not the
same as a heal spell. Note is kept of normal healing with injury
healed by this method healing first For every 5 points of injury
healed by this method, there is a penalty of 1 on attack and defense
until it has healed normally. Also, this method will not help a
character who has less than 50% damage when this method is used.
Two points of healing are gained each time this is drawn. The healing
may be split up in any fashion desired. There is a cost for medical
supplies of 1 gold piece for each point healed. Supplies are bought
before they are needed.

Healing skills may be drawn as the cure-poison draw at any level.
These skills do not, however, count toward the distribution require-
ments on poison types.

Ninja Gear

Weapons Tools

1. Bo staff

2. Ninja-to
3. Sageo

4. Nage teppo
5. Sode tsutsu
6. Kakae ozutsu

7. Uzume-bi
8. Hankyu

9. Metsubisbi
10. Tetsubishi
11. Kusarigama

12. Kyoketsu shoge
13. Shinobi zue

14. Fukumi-bari
15. Dart shuriken
16. Star shuriken
17. Whistler shuriken
18. Claws
19. Hairpins
20. Bisento
21. Shikomi-zue

22. Dart staff
23. Poison water gun

24. Cannon
25. Kuji-kiri

1. Tsuba

2. Osaku
3. Tsuba-giri
4. Shikoro
5. Kunai
6. Tatami nomi

7. Escape
8. Tekagi
9. Silent sandal

10. Traction sandal
11. Armor
12. Satten-jitsu

13. Sacchi-jitsu
14. Satsun-jitsu

Equipment

1. Saya
2. Shinobi koi

3. Shinobi kumade
4. Nekade

5. Mizuzutsu
6. Musubinawa
7. Neru-kawa ito
8. Kama ikada
9. Mizugumo

10. Ukigusa
11. Tablets
12. Mizu-taimatsu

13. Tanagokoro
14. Ninsokudai

15. Ukidaru
16. Kyobako-fune
17. Mizukaki

18. Ice sandals
19. Jumping
20. Forgery

Poisons

1. Instant kill
2. Slow kill

3. Delayed kill
4. Instant paralyze

5. Slow paralyze
6. Delayed paralyze
7. Gyokuro

8. Dung & blood
9. Itching powder

10. Laugh inducing

11. Sleep: standard
12. Sleep: burning

13. Temporary insanity
14. Healing

Note: Items in italic type are unchanged from their descriptions as listed in TD16. Items in regular type
are altered from the form in which they appeared in TD16, or are new items fully described in the

accompanying story.
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